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ÀBSTRÀCT

This thesis deals with t.he density of localized gap states
in amorphous SiNo:H aì-Ioy f ilms prepared by glow discharge.

Three different methods are used for the determination¡ low

temperature dark conductiviLy, space-charge-J-imited current
(scr,c), and the newly-developed modulated photo-

current(upc). The results show that all three methods give

the consistant conclusion that the density of states near

the Fermi l-evel is not significantry influenced by the subs-

trate temperature during deposition over the range from

150-400'c" The MPC method also indicates that the density of

states is exponentially distributed near the Fermi 1eve1.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Àmorphous silicon has been actively studied wortdwide for
over fifteen years. Present applications of this material

are mainly in xerography and solar energy conversion" wit.h

time and thorough rese.arch, this material, when incorporated

with suitable impuriries, rnight penetrate the device market.

Presently, research is mainly devoted to studying the effect
of various deposition parameters on the properties of the

material as well as comparing the results of different char-

acterization techniques. So far no deposition procedure is
clearly superior, nor has any characterization technique

been found to be the best.

When amorphous silicon films are produced, the tempera-

ture of the substrate during deposition is one of the key

paramet,ers controlling film properties" Important properties

of the sample such as dark and photoconductivity are altered
substantially over a wide range of this temperature IS21.

Since the density of localized gap states is extremely

important in determining the transport properties of the

samples, it is obvious that the density of states should be

related to the substrate temperature during film deposition.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the existance

1-
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of such a relationship. Three experimental techniques are

employed for the measurement of the density of gap st.ates

near the Fermi level and the distribution of these states in

energy.

In t.his thesis a brief review of previous work related to

this thesis topic and some methods for the determination of

the density of states that are being used or developed in

t.he Materials and Devices Research Laboratory at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba are given in Chapter II. The three

experimental techniques and analysing methods used for the

determination of the density of gap states are given in

'Chapters III, rV, and V, f ollowed by a summary of conclu-

sions in Chapter VI "



Chapter I I

REVTEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

This Chapter will review some previous work related to this
thesis, particularly the techniques for the determination of

the density of gap states, with emphasis on their implemen-

tation and their derived results.

2"1 Band Models of Àmorphous Semiconductors

An amorphous (non-crystalline) semiconductor is one which

has no long-range order in the positioning of its constitu-
ent atoms. The most immediate implication of this is that

the Bloch theory of transport and the use of Èhe wavevector

k are no longer valid. However, short-range order (.g, bond-

ing angles and lengths that are similar to those of the

crystalline counterpart), is usually present, which leads to

a solid retaining some crystalline-like properties such as

the bandgap.

Àn ideal amorphous solid is considered to be a material

that has some degree of short-range orderr no dangling

(unsatisfied) bonds, and no voids(interior surfaces)" These

assumptions have led to basically two t.heoretical models for

the distribution of gap states as shown in Figure 2"1 a and

b. Because lhe solid is amorphous, the conduction band mini-

3-
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mum and t.he valence band maximum no longer have sharply

defined energies" Instead, the band edges are smeared into

taiIs. The extent of this tailing is the major difference

between the Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (CrO) l6l and the

Davis-l4ott (o¡¿) tBl models" According to the CFO model, the

conduction and valence band tail states overlap at about

mid-gap" The DM model however, assumes a limited amount of

tailing (a few tenths of an electron-volt), with an actual

energy gap. As well, ât the demarcation between the conduc-

tion (or valence) band and the tail states, there is a sharp

drop in the mobility in the tail states" This drop is asso-

ciated with localization. The energy difference between

these mobility 'edges' defines the mobility or energy gap of

the solid" It is obvious that an actual amorphous film will
have dangling bonds and other defects present, These imper-

fections are responsible for the non-zero density of local-
ized gap states being present" Figure 2.1 c shows the den-

sity of gap state model assumed to be valid for an actual

amorphous silicon film.
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Fiqure 2"1: Band models for amorPhous
( a ) Cohen-Fr i tzsche-OvshinskY
(b)Davis-Mott mode1, (c )modeI
actual amorPhous silicon fiIm"
areas represent localized states"

sol ids "
model,

for an
Shaded

2.2 Some Properties of a-Si:H and a-SiN*:H Films

The early work on amorphous silicon vras hampered by a

large density of gap states. This high density of gap states

precluded the use of methods such as the field effect tech-

nique for analysis, and the possibility of obsèrving doping

effects. However, the introduction of hydrogen into the

plasma greatly reduces the concentration of dangling bonds

because the dissociated hydrogen can satisfy the valence

requirements of the silicon [30], thus reducing the density

of states in the gap. The reduction of the density of gap

states aLso enables the observation of doping effects'
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The density of states in the gap of a-Si:H films is also

dependent on the temperature of the substrates during depo-

sition. Figure 2.2 shows the density of states at the Fermi

Ievel measured using a space-charge-limited current tech-

nique, âs a function of substrate deposition temperature.

The density of states is at a minimum of about 5x1015

cm- 3eV-1 at a substrate temperature of about 260'C and

increases above and below this temperature.

t7
10

L
o

F'
'E
C)vt6
L10
IU

(,

d=2pm

10
l oo 2oo 3oo 4oo TD ('C)

Fiqure 2.2: Density of gap states at the Fermi leve1
in a-Si:H films as a function of subs-
brate deposition temperature, measured by
a space-charge-limited
l47l "

current technique
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Staebler and Wronski [51 ] have reported that there is a

change in dark conductivity and photoconductivity of a-Si:H

that is a direct result of optical exposure. During exposure

to right of wavelength between 6000 and 9000 Å and intensity
of 200 mW cm- 1 , the photoconductivity gradually decreases

with time. Àfter the exposure of about two hours has been

completed, the observed dark current is smaller than its
ínitial value by armost four orders of magnitude as shown in

Figure 2"3" The initiar dark conductivity can be recovered

if the sample is annealed at a temperature of 200'C for
about two hours.

-?
ro

L
E

q

:
I
ts
(J:ôz
oo

ro-

T'25.C

OARK OPITCAL I oon*
EXPOSURE

A-6
ro

-8
ro

46
TIME (h)

Fiqure 2.3: Dark conductivity and photoconductivity
for a-Si:H films as functions of time,
before, during, and after light exposure.
Light . intensity was approximately
20OmW/cm2 of wavelengths between 6000 and
e000Â [s1 ] .



I
Thi s phenomenon i s generally ref erred t.o as the Staebl-er-

Wronski effect. The effect is Lhought to be due to photo-

induced def ects which creat,e l-ocal ized states in the energy

9ap, thus decreasing the conductivity. Jousse et al l21l

have reported that using the capacitance-voltage method, the

density of gap states of a-Si;H films increases after 30

minutes of exposure to ÀM1 1ight. The fatigue effect in

photo-luminescence [43] is also thought to be related to the

Steabler-Wronski effect, and could be caused by the same

mechanism. Because of this effect, any experiments that

rely on optical excitation should keep the exposure time to
a minimum to avoid any complications.

Nitrogen incorporation in amorphous silicon films is cur-
rently experiencing widespread interest. The nitrogen is
incorporated in the films produced by the glow discharge of

a gas mixture N2 containing either N z ot NHs. Most proper-

ties of the films have been found to be dependent on nitro-
gen content. Kurata et aI l24J have reported that the opti-
caI bandgap of the amorphous silicon films incorporating

nitrogen increases from 1"75 to 5.5 eV as the NH3/SiH4 ratio
is increased from 0.0 to about 2.2 as shown in Figure 2.4.

AIso shown in the figure is the ratio of the incorporaled

nitrogen to the silicon as a function of.the NH3/SiH4 ratio"
Herak et al. [15] have also reported a band gap increase

¡¡ith nitrogen content, but only from 1.55 to 1.75eV; in this
case a gas mixture of Nz+SiHa+H2 v¡âs used
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Fiqure 2.4: Optical bandgap and
films as functions
mixture ratio 1241.

N/Si ratio of a-SiN¡a
of the NH s/S¡u4 gas

¡{nt/t{s*,0

The photoluminescence spectra is shifted to higher ener-

gies as nitrogen content is increased l24l " This shift may

be attributed to the increase of the optical bandgap due to

the nitrogen incorporation.

The dark conductivity of the samples is also dependent on

nitrogen content I1 5l t1 6l [59] " Using the relation

o=o1êxp(E^/*r) to describe the conductivity at room tempera-

ture, o 1 increases with nitrogen content as shown in Fig-

ure 2"5" When the nitrogen content x increases past about

0.3, the conductivity drops sharply" This drop is attributed



to the nitrogen being incorporated in the amorphous

the SisN¿ compound, which is a good insulator. The

tion energy Ea is almost independent of nitrogen

[15], indicating that the nitrogen is not acting as a
since the Fermi level is not shifting.

10

f ilm as

activa-
content

dopant

t04

T^
5

I ro2

b-

o-Si N* : H

o.o o.2 0.4 0.6

NITROGEN CONTENT X

Fiqure 2. 5: Conduct ivity pre-exponent ial factor t 1 as
a function of nitrogen content x t151.

Photoconductivity studies by Hirose l16l indicate that

the amorphous silicon films incorporated with nitrogen are

more stable and exhibit no Staebler-Wronski effect. The

photoconductivity however, is quite sensitive to the subs-

trate temperature during deposition t56l as shown in fig-
ure 2"6" As the substrate temperature during deposition is
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decreased, the dark conductivity and the photoconductivity

decrease al-so" Berow a substrate deposition temperature of

150'C, the photoconductivity becomes negligibly smaIl. À1so,

as the substrate temperature is increased, less hydrogen is
incorporated into the films, and the concentration x of

nitrogen decreases slightly from about 0.16 to 0"12"

10"

@

-A

^10"E
LJ

VI

Frnð>rv
Ë
t-J

=Õz.o(-,
1010

0 100 200 300 400 500

SUBSTRATE TEMPERATURE ('C)

Fiqure 2.6: Dark conductivity and photoconductivity
,tor a-SiNx:H f ilms as f unctions of subs-
brate temperature. Photoconductivity
measured at a flux of 10ls photons per
second at 640nm [56].



Doping experiments

rane and phosphine in

anð/or hydrogen gases

of nitrogen present,

doping effects in the

12

have also been conducted using dibo-

con junction with t.he silane ' nitrogen

[16] t571. Even with a large amounL

it is stitl possible to observe the

films as shown in Figure 2"7

10'

10

:-
ulU

c

=10
f-
L,
=o
z-or^

10

102 103 10r 1os

BzH¿ in (SiFl¿ * Nz )

"-c-/-?-)0 10' 'r0- 10' 10'

PH¡ in (SiH¿ + Nr )

Fiqure 2.7: The dark conductivity of a-SiN¡:H pre-
pared in BzHe (or PHs) and SiH4+N2 gas
rnixtures. (ttre Nz mole f raction was kept
at 5O%) [57] "Dashed curve is for a-Si:H
films from Spear and LeComber t481.
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2"3 Determination of the Densitv of Gap States

A knowledge of the density of localized gap states in amorp-

hous silicon is essential in the characterization of the

fiIms. Many experimental techniques such as deep-level-

transient-spectroscopy, thermo-power, oPLically detected

magnetic resonance, field effect, space charge limited cur-

rent, photoluminescence, and the newly developed phase shift

analysis of modulated photocurrent have been used for the

study of these localized gap states. In this section hte

shall limit ourselves to the discussion of the techniques

which are being used or developed in the Materials and

Devices Research Laboratory.

2.3 "1 Photolumi¡esçe¡çe

Luminescence from amorphous silicon is typically radiated

in the near infrared region. The luminescence prefix depends

on the method of excitation, ie, thermo-, electro-, or

photo-excitation. There have been many published reports on

this topic t43l [45] [53], with a more detailed review given

by Street i52l "

Luminescence is a radiative process competing with nonra-

diative transitions" If the non-radiative probability is

large, luminescence becomes 
-quenched. In Figure 2"8, the

luminescent t.ransitions are shown. Band edge luminescence

is thought to be the main mechinism for emissicn and is much

stronger than that of the defect band transition. Excited

carriers in the conduction band thermalize down to localízed
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states at t.he band edge and then radiatively recombine. At

l-ow excitation intensities, the recombination is monomolecu-

Iar and possibly geminate [52]. Defect luminescence occurs

when the concentration of carriers at a defect level is
large enough so that the probability of recombination

becomes significant. Even when defect luminescence is
observed, its intensity is still a few orders of magnitude

smaller than that of band edge luminescence. Not included in
Figure 2"8 are the competing non-radiative transistions
which generally include:
@ non-radiative tunneling
ø thermalization

deep trapping and subsequent non-radiative recombination

auger recombination

surface recombination

which would only serve to decrease Lhe total luminescence

intens i ty.
The film samples for photoluminescence experiments are

generally excited using highly absorbed light (usually from

an argon laser), and the luminescence is detecled with a

cooled infrared detector. Àmorphous silicon samples only

exhibit significant luminescence intensities at temperatures

of about 200K and lower. Specialized cooling equipment such

as liquid helium or liquid nitrogen cryostats or baths are

therefore required. Either the total luminescence signal, a

narroll band of the signal¡ or the spectrally resolved signal
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CONDUCTION BÀND

STÀTES:TLOCÀLI ZED

-DEFECT STATES _

B

I
LOCALI ZED STÀTES'_

Fioure 2 " 8:

VÀLENCE BÀND

Luminescent transitions in a-Si:H. Tran-
sition A represents band edge lumines-
cence and transition B represents defect
Iuminescence.

are monitored during the experiment. The following results
have been consistently reported for a-Si:H films:
ø The intensity of t,he luminescence signal decreases for

increasing temperature for temperatures above about 50K.

Below this temperature, the signal remains approximately

constant or decreases slightly ISO].

ø The luminescence signal varies linearly with excitation
intensity at low intensity levels, but becomes sublinear

as the excitation intensity is increased as shown in

Figure 2"91441 "
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PHOTOEXCITED PAIR DE¡{SITY (cm-3)

1Or5 {0{6 1017 lols 1o1s lo2o
los

F
ãz
t¡Jt-z 10u
H

l¡J()
z
l,¡Jo lO'
U'
ldz
E
J .lo

o-Si(H)
2K

" UNFOCUSSED I
a FOCUSSED A

.l o- I lo-7 10-6 { o-5 I o- 4

PULSE ENERGY (J/cmz!

Fiqure 2.9: Total luminescence intensity as a func-
tion of excitation energy. Luminescence
was observed at 2K with excitation energy
2.41eY [+¿] .

The spectrally resolved signal is generally a feature-

less hump with a peak betv¡een 1.25 and 1.4 ev.

The peak of the spectrally resolved luminescence shifts
to a Lower energy as the temperature increases. AIso,

the full v¡idth at half maximum increses with temperature

as shown in Figure 2"10t391 "

The photoluminescence signal decreases with exposure

time. This is the so called fatigue effect which is

almost totally reversible after high-temperature anneal-

ing and is thought to be related to the Staebler-Wronski

effect t551.
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Fiqure 2. 1 0: Photoluminescence
of temperature for
of 2"41eY [39].

spectra as a function
an excitation energy

2.3.2 Thermallv Stimulated Currents

ThermalIy stimulated current (tSC) is another experimental

technique which yields information on the density of gap

states t10l l22l 1271. The basic experimental arrangement

consists of a power supply, a film sample, and an electrome-

ter all connected in series" The sample is cooled in the

dark to Iiquid nitrogen temperatures or less, and then

exposed to light for a short period of time. Àfter exposure,

the sample is allowed to relax in the dark to reach its
equilibrium conditions (ie filled traps) for about fifteen
minutes" The temperature is then increased at a constant



rate and the current is then monitored as a

temperature. As the temperature increases,

trons obtain enough energy to be excited ouL of

and the current increases. Typical results for

are shown in Figure 2"11"

18

function of

trapped elec-

their traps,

a-Si :s f ilms

Fiqure 2.11:

T (K)

ThermaIly stimulated currents in a-Si:H
observed using different heating rates
and prolonged optical exposure. TSC
exposure time = 30 seconds of red (À =
670nm) fight. Curve A v¡as obt.ained
from a sample previously annealed at 1 50'C for two hours. Curve B $¡as obtained
from a sample that had been irradiated
by a white light for two hours at 300 K
l27l "



From the temperature Tmax at

occurs, it is possible to deduce

trapping Ievel in the energy gap

19

which a maximum current

the position of a dominant

using Equation (2"1) l22l "

Ec Et = kTmaxln(ø r/o^u*) (2"1)

where o1 is the dark conductivity prefactor, and ømax is the

conductivity at T*u*. The major problem with TSC analysis

is that the models generally assume a discrete t.rapping lev-

el and not a continuous distribution" This assumption has

been criticized by Ibaraki and Fritzsche t19l who have indi-
cated that the maximum in a thermally-stimulated currenL

does not nescessarily correspond to structure in the density

of gap states "

It is also interesting to note the reduction of the TSC

signal after prolonged exposure to white Iight in Fig-

ure 2"11" Fuhs and MillevilIe t10l have attributed this
reduction to an increase in the density of deep recombina-

tion centres in the material" This effect may be related to

the Staebler-Wronski effect"

2.3.3 FieId Effect

The field effect technique utilizes an

change the conductance of a channel in a

to that of a field effect transistor [l
interface efiects are neglected and the

assumed to be homogeneous, the current

given by

electric fietd to

structure similar
2l [14]. rr the

semiconductor is

in the channel is
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r(vF)

whe re V¡. i s

nel current

thic kness ,

funct ion of

equa t i on

x )/kt )dx

nsverse voltag

d conditions,

the amount of

the sample.

(2 "2)

et Ie is the chan-

d is the sample

band bending as a

By solving Poissons

(2 "3)

d
R

= (to/t)\exp(ev(
J
o

the applied tra
under flat-ban

and eV(x) is
distance x into

d2V( x) /dxz = 4rep(ù /e

we can find V(x). In Equation (2"3) e is the dielectric con-

stant of the sample p(x) is the filled gap state density
which can be written as

@f
p(x) =\c(n)tf(s-ev(x))-r(E)ldE (?.4)

J
-@

Thus the density of gap states G(E) may be determined from

the above eguations by initially assuming an arbitrary form

for the density of states, and then íteritively modifying

the assumed function until all the equations are consistent
with each other. Finite temperature statistics should be

used in the calculations since the assumption of T=0 can

lead to errors as large as 50eo when dG(E)/aE, is large l12l .

Typical field effect data for a-Si:H are given in Fig-
ure 2.12. The conductance curves shown are for a sample in a

vacuum, after four days, after heat drying, and after ilumi-
nation as suggested by Staebler and Wronski [51 ] . Àfter
illumination, the sample $¡as annealed at 160"C for several
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In Figure 2"

conduc tance

conduc

13, the

curve of

C v¡as

states
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Fiqure 2.1 3: Density of gap states calculated from

conductance data of Figure 2"12. Curves
A, B, C, and D refer to the same condi-
tions in Figure 2"12.

less density of gap states shown in Figure 2.14, Goodman and

Fritzsche t13l have carcurated the conductance as a function
of VF, and the data are shown in Figure 2"14. It can be seen

that Lhe calculated dat,a (smooth curve) are armost coinci-
dent with the experimental data of sampre D (triangles) from

Figure 2"12. Arthough the two sets of data do not agree

exactly, they are certainly within experimental tolerances
for almost the entire range of the applied field transverse
voltage. This indicates that the field effect resurts are

very sensitive to small differences in the conductance data
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Fiqure 2.14: Comparison between the experimental con-
ductance data D, and conductance conduc-
tance data calculated from the assumed
structureless density of states [13].

Another criticism of this technique involves the rikeley-
hood of only examining the density of. states in a region

close Lo the sample surface 1121. If the bulk density of

states is signif icantly different from the surface, the use-

fullness of t.his method is obviously limited.
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2.3.4 Space-Charqe-Limited Current

Space-charge-Iimited current analysis is used to determine

the density of gap states of a-SiN¡:H films in Chapter IV

using a method developed by den Boer t9l. This section will
review two other methods of analysis developed by Neðpurek

and Sworakowski [33], and by weisfield t58l "

The differentiaL method of analysis developed by Neðpurek

and Sworakowski uses the slope of a J-V characteristic to

determine the density of states in the gap. The working

equations used for the determination of the position of the

quasi-Fermi leve1 Efn with respect to the conduction band,

and the density of states at this level are:

Eç - Efn = kTIn(eNçrçX1/t) + kTlnft/¡)
G(Eç¡) = (Xze/etzur) Ív/(m(v)-1 )l

(2"s)

(2"6)

Flhere, Xr and Xz are the correction factors used to compen-

sate ,or the non-uniformity of the field (typical values:

Xr=1 , Xz=O.75 126)), Nc and &s âre, respectivety, the effec-
tive density of states and the drift mobility in the conduc-

tion band, V is the applied voltâ9ê¡ J is the resultant cur-

rent density, and m(v) is dlog(,.])r/dfog(v) as a function of

applied voltage, To analyse the data, a polynomial approxi-

mation is made on the log(.f) vs 1og(v) curve. This polynomi-

a1 is then differentiated and then substituted into Equation

(2.6)" This method has been compared to that of den Boer t9l

by Mackenzie et aI 126) who have found that both methods are

in agreement to within a factor of two"
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Weisfield t58l has claimed to have enhanced the accuracy

of the differential method by implicitly accounting for spa-

tial variations of physical properties. In his method, the

density of gap states at the quasi-fermi level and the

change of the quasi-Fermi level from Ef can be written as:

G(E¡+Ar¡ ) = (ve/e'x'tt2') la(Z-a) + (r9(3-2a) /1-a+B/(2-a)l(2"7)

(2.8)AEf = kTlog(¿/t Q-a))

u'here

ø = dlog (v)/dlog (.¡ )
p = d 21og ft) /a2 tog (,r )

7 = d3log ft) /a31og (; )
Jg = ogv/t

and oB is the bulk ohmic conductivity and is given by epno,

in which no is the thermal equilibrium density of free car-
rlers " As with the differential method, a polynomial

approximation is used in the analysis of the data. Instead

of the factor of two uncertainty in the absolute values for
the density associated with the differential method, Weis-

field has estimated that the error in his method is approxi-
mately 50e". Both methods, however, use the assumption that
dG(E)/aE is smalI. If. this is not the case, the error will
obviously be larger.



Chapter I I I

DÀRK CONDUCT]V]TY

one of the basic characteristics of a semiconductor is its
conductivity as a function of temperature. This temperature

dependence can be used to determine the position of the Fer-

mi Level with respect. to the conduction band, and also the

density of. states at this level- L321. Much of the original
theoretical work on this topic was done by Mott 129), most

of which is still valid today"

3.1 Theory

The dark conducti

be broken down in

v1

to

ty of amorphous silicon can theoretically
three distinct regions l32l given by

o = ø1exp(-nt/k'I)+øzexp(-nz/ut)+osexp 1-ç"/t.y'a) (3. 1 )

in which the first term on the right-hand-side is due to
extended state conduction, the second term is due to band

tail conduction, and the third term is due to hopping con-

duction in localized states at the Fermi .l-eveI" The deriva-
tion of these terms is briefj-y given below.

26
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3.1 " 1 Extended State Conduction

À general form

given by:

for the conductivity of a semiconductor is

(3.2)

density of states,

f (E) is the Fermi

(3.4)

n
o = -")c(n)¡¿(e)nr(àf (E)r/èe)ae

where o is the conductivity, G(E) is the

Á, ( e ) i s the energy dependent mobi 1i ty , and

distribution function"

t) = eo/kr

and writing D in the form

Ð = 7az/6

We obtain

using bf (E) /àv = -f (E) t1-f (E) I /ur, and assuming that the

Fermi leve1 is far from the conduction band edge so that the

Fermi Dirac function may be approximated by Boltzmann sta-

tistics, the conductivity may then be written as

o = ec(e")kr¡¡oexp[-(Ec-Er) /utJ (3"3)

where G(Ec) is the effective density of states at the con-

duction band edge and po is the average mobility. This

mobility may be examined further along the Iines of Cohen

1,71 . Here, the movement of electrons is considered to be

similar to Brownian motion, that is, the mean free path is

not greater than the interatomic spacing" Using Einstiens'

relation,

(3.s)
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&o = ea27/6kT (3.6)

where I is the average jump rate and a is the root mean

square jump distance" This temperature dependence, along

wi.th the pre-exponential factors already in Equation (3.3),

give a conductivity of the formi

o = ø1exp( [-(n.-Et) /xt) (3"7)

where the pre-exponential factor o.r is temperature indepen-

dent.

3.1"2 Band Tail Çonduction

If the atomic vrave functions are effectively localized,
electronic conduction will proceed via thermally activated
hopping" Assuming that a thermally activated mobility takes

the form of;

t!' = É¡oexp(-W(e)/W) (3"8)

and that the tail state profile is distributed as some povrer

sofE,

G(E) = G(Ec) (E-Eelt,ztauf (3.9)

then the hopping conductivity can be written as;

o = oo(kT/aø)sc.*p[-(e¡-e, +v]/kTl (3"10)

where

oo = 7e2Rze(n.)/S (3,11)
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and

C=
G.

s ! (de/u'r ):exp (da/kt ) ['1 +s (nt/dt) + s ( s- 1) (k'I/AE) ?

+ .""1 (3.12)

Ec-EA where EA is an energy defining the lower

the conduction band tail state distribution as

!'1gure ¿. | 
"

and AE

bound

shown

=

of

Ln

3 " 1 .3 Fermi LeveI Conduction

The theory of conduction at the Fermi Ievel, which i s
similar to impurity conductionr wâs developed by Mott Lzg)"

The probability of an electron hopping is derived on the

basis of the following assumptions:

1. The attempt to escape frequency

mum phonon frequency y.

2. The electrons are scattered by

ized energy states separated by

phonons fol1ow Boltzmann statist
ability of f inding a phonon

exp( -w/kl) "

3. The probability that an

between states is given by

constant indicative of the

is the jumping distance.

Thus the jumping probability p

is less than the maxi-

phonons between local-
an energy W, and these

ics so that the prob-

with an energy w is

e lec t ron

exp(-2ÀR).

$¡avefunction

i s transferred

in which À is a

faI]-off and R

can be written as

p = exp(-2ÀR-vkT) (3.13)
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we

o = e 2pR 2e (nr) /o

Using C(e¡)/kt as the

pating in conduction,

we obtain

Assuming D=pR2/6

have

Using this value

first derivative
zero, w€ obtain;

o = (1/6)e2R2 c(E¡)exp(-2m)exp(-w/xr) (3"15)

At low temperatures hopping is phonon assisLed, and the

number and energy of the phonons available for these hops is

sma1l. For these reasons carriers wiIl not hop to nearest

neighbor states, but will hop to states that are closer in

energy" The most probable hopping distance can be found by

making the exponent in the hopping probability expression a

minimum with respect to R. Using N(w) as the density of

states per unit volume per unit energy, then the number of

states in a sphere of radius R is given by

4zrR3N $)w/l

Since a hop rnay occur only if the number of states available

to hop to is at Least 1,

[rf = 3/arn3c(e¡)

and using Einsteins' relation (3" 5) ,

(3.14)

number of electrons that are partici-

and using Equations (3"13) and (3.'14),

(3.16)

w in Equation (3.13), and equating

the exponent with respect to R equal

the

to

for
of
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ft = (9/8nÀc(ng) kr) Ya

Substitution of Equations ( 3. 1 6 )

(3"15) yields

and (3.17)

(3.17)

into Eguation

(3"18)

(3"1e)

( 3 " 20 )

the slope of the line on

an assumed value for À,

leve1 can be estimated,

o = øs (T) exp- (Csh) 1/4

where

øs (T) = (e2v/2(8r) 1n)/(C(eg)/LXr) trz

and

cs = 18I3/kN(Ef )

Equation (3"18) shows that from

a T1/2!n(o\ vs 1/ava plot and from

the density of states at the Fermi

3 "2 Experimental Details

Amorphous solids can be fabricated by several techniques

including sputtering, chemical vapour deposition, electron

beam evaporation, and quenching from a melt. For amorphous

silicon films, the method most commonly used is the glow

discharge decomposition of silane. This method was used for

the fabrication of the amorphous silicon-nitrogen alloy

films for the present investigation"

The glow discharge decomposition of silane (SiHo) is the

most widely used method for producing hydrogenated amorphous



silicon (a-Si:H) [49] [54] .
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The procedure involves feeding

a gas mixture of silane as well as other gases such as

hydrogen, nitrogen, diborane and/or phosphine into a reac-

tion chamber as shown in Figure 3.1. Substrates are placed

on the lower plate of the paralleI plate configuration,

between which a plasma is formed. This plasma is excited by

coupling radio-f requency por¡rer of 13"56 MHz, to the chamber"

RF SOURCE AND
MÀTCHING NETWORK

TO VÀCUI M

SÀMPLES ON
HEÀTED PEDESTÀL

siH4
Hz

Nz
PHs

BzHs

discharge system for
amorphous silicon

Fiqure 3. 1 :

PTMP

Radio-frequency glow
the fabrication of
f i Ims.

It has been

duced depend on

found that the

just about all

properties of the films pro-

of the deposition parameters



used, such as

a)

rf pov¡er, substrate temperature, gas flow

rate, gas ratios, etc. The samples used here vrere prepared

by the glow discharge of SiH¿-Nz-H2 gas mixtures and depos-

ited on grass substrates at various substrate temperatures

t56l The sample deposition parameters are given in
Tab]e 3.1 . The concentration of nitrogen x in these

a-SiN¡:H f ilms v¡as determined f rom the intensity of the

infrared absorption at 840 cm- 1 . The concentration v¡as found

to be approximatery 0 "12 and independent of the temperature

of the substrate during deposition in the temperature range

used here t56l The hydrogen content was calculated similarly
and found to decrease from about 15eo to about 8% as the

substrate temperature during deposition was increased. The

thicknesses of the films was measured using a mechanical

stylus instrument.

Table 3.1 ; Deposition Parameters

RF Power Density = 0.1 W/cmz
Pressure = 2 Torr
Nz/SiH4 = 0.5

Sample
E
F
tJ

H
J

Subst rate Temperature
150
200
2s0
300
400

Thickness ( ¡¿m)
1"01
2.24
1 "57
0"73
0.89
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Planar aluminum gap type electrodes were vacuum-deposited

onto the sample surface. The samples were mounted inside a

dark cryogenic cooling chamber evacuated to approximately

0.5 Torr. The dark current was measured with a Kiethley

61 0C electrometer. The temperature of the sample was

increased to 330 K and remained there for two hours to drive

off any moisture, then it was lowered at a rate of less than

1 degree per minute, during which time dark current measure-

ments were made.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The plot of In(r) as a function of 1/t is shown in Fig-

ure 3.2, and the plot of ty',yn(t) as a function of T-(4 is
shown in Figure 3.3.

The dark currents, instead of the conductivities are used

in the presentation of the data for two reasons;

1" The distribution of the current, in the direction per-

pindicular to the film surface, is probably non-

uniform, and this distribution may also vary with film
thickness, The sample thicknesses varied by a factor
of four.

2" The data required for the analysis are the slopes of

the In(r) vs 1/t anð. TØIn(r) vs T-/a curves regard-

less of whether it is the current I or the conductivi-
ty oo
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From Figure 3.2, l¡e have calculated the room temperature

activation energy based on Equation (3.7). And from Fig-

ure 3.3, we have calculated the density of gap states at the

Fermi leve1 based on Equation (3.18). These results are sum-

marized in Table 3.2" For the latter calculation a value of

107cm- t h'as used f or À, corresponding to a 10 Å radius f or

the l-ocalized wave f unctions [1S] .

From these results v¡e can conclude that the position of

the Fermi level is approximately 0.62 eV below the conduc-

tion band edge" This value is relatively independent of

substrate deposition temperature in the range from 150 to
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H
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Fiqure 3.3:

2.36 2. tr r 
* f bu_u 

I 2. sr 2. s6

TEMpERÀTURE- /4 [x- ø]

r1Æln(l) asafunction of T-l/a.
trate substrate temperatures: (F)
(c) 250"c, (H) 300'c, (J) ¿00"c"

Subs-
200" c,

Table 3"2: Activation energy and Density of states at
the Fermi level.

SampIe
F
G
H
J

N (Er ) [cm- 3eV- 1 ]-3.0x101s
4.4x101 s

4,4x1 0 r s

4"6x101s

Ea [ev]
0 "622
0"618
0.669
0 "622

400"C" Also, the density of states at this fevel is about
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4x1 0 1 s cm- 3ev- 1 , which is arso independent of substrate

deposition temperature in the same temperature range.

since the conduction current at low temperatures follows
a 7-vn dependance quite werlr Vr€ are therefore confident at
least in the rerative varues of the density of gap states at
the Fermi revel. since the actual value of À is not known,

the actuar varue of the density may differ from the values

listed in Table 3.2 by a constant. However, we can say that
the density of gap states at Èhe Fermi revel, whatever its
value, is not significantly affected by the substrate depo-

sition temperature.



Chapter IV

SPÀCE CHÀRGE LIMITED CURRENTS

Recently, there has been much work on space charge limited
currents (scrc) in amorphous silicon t9l [11] 126l L47l

t58l " The SCLC method has been used for the determination

of the density of gap states at the Fermi level, and also

the distribution of this density through a finite energy

range in the gap"

À classical treatment of the SCLC is given by Lampert and

Mark 1251. Generally, the current as a function of voltage

f oll-ows ohm's law at low f ields (ie IÞ(V), and then enters a

space charge limited regime at higher fields. In this
regime, the plot of 1o9(r) vs 1og(v) is characterized by

piecewise linear curves.

4 "1 Theory

The analysis of the SCLC results to be used here was devel-

oped by den Boer t9l. The method consists of calculating
discrete shifts in the quasi-Fermi leve1 due to the injected

charge, and the associated values for the density of gap

states. This method is equivalent to other SCLC analysis

methods 1261, and is quite simple to appty.

38
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When a voltage is applied to a sample with gap rüidth d,

the quasi-Fermi leve1 will shift upwards as the voltage is

increased, ÀIso, Lhe density of trapped charge gt, will

shift from its equilibrium value 9to to gt accordingly.

This shift is mainly due to the increase of the number of

filled states" The net increase can be approximately written

as

9t -9to = $ot"ru"
(4"1)

(4 "2)

on the J-V

be calculated

if the trap density C(e) is continuous and slowIy varying.

We sha1l also assume that there is no injected charge gradi-

ent and that the electric field is constant and equal to v/d

for analytical simplicity" Àlthough contradictory, these

last two simplifying assumptions may cause the density of

states to be overestimated by not more than a factor of two

[25].
Àssuming that this gap type structure wiIl behave some-

thing like a capacitor and that aI1 the charge is trapped,

the injected charge per unit area should be equal to 2ev/d"

using Equation (4"1), this gives

ed(gt-gro) = 2ev/d

From two discrete points (Jr,Vr ), (Jz,\tz)

curve, the shift in the quasi-Fermi level can

from

AEf = kTln(;zvt/¿.Vz) (4"3)
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From Equations

2eAv/d =

This int.egral can be approximated by

the average value of the trap densi

considered by the integral. This

with Equation (4"4) to give

(¿.

"a$c

1) and (4"2) r*e

(n)as

can write

(4"4)

õ(n)¿v, ¡shere G(s) is

ty in the energy range

resulL can be combined

õ(e) = 1"5eav/ed'aEf (4.5)

where 1.5 is used intead of 2"0 as the prefactor in order to

give a more realistic value to the density of gap states

126l " Equations (4.3) and (4"5) will then be the working

equations for the calculation of the density of states"

4"2 Exoerimental Details and Results

The sample preparation conditions have been previously

described in section 3"2" P1anar aluminum gap-type elec-

trodes with various gap widths htere vacuum-deposited on the

Sample Surface. Space charge current meaSurements were made

at room temperature in a dark chamber at a vacuum lower than

10-4torr. The currents were measured with a Keithly 610C

electrometer. The SCLC meaSurements were made on samples

with gap spac ings of about 1 50¿¡m and 30¡¡m" The results are

shown in Figure 4"1 and Figure 4"2"

During the development of the space charge limited cur-

rent procedure, various samples l{ere used f or testing" !{hen
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(H) 300'C, (J) +00'C.

a sample nas used that had a relatively high conductivity,
thermal breakdown occurred. Figure 4"3 shows a photograph

from an optical microscope that demonstrates this spectacu-

lar breakdown. The dark area near the bottom of the picture

is the actual sample surface, and is about 180¡¡m across.

The straight lines bounding this area are boundaries of the

aluminum contacts" As can be seen in some areas, the alurni-

num was actually removed by the breakdown action. This is
most apparent in the breakdown region with a tree-like pat-

tern.
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In this particular sample the breakdown occured at about

1100 volts, corresponding to a field of about 6.1x10a v/cm,

which is quite Iow, and a povrer density of about 1000 W/cm2

flowing across the sample. Àt poh'er densities such as this
it would be expected that sample breakdown would be caused

by t.hermal effects" Figure 4"4 shows the current-voltage
relation of this sample. The conduction is ohmic at low

voltages but starts Èo diverge from the ohmic behaviour at

about 500V. Just prior to the occurence of breakdown, the
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Fiqure 4.3: Photograph of the sample after breakdown.

current increases rapidly, indicating that heat.ing is lead-
ing to final breakdown.

The trunk shown in the far reft in Figure 4,3 was further
examined under an electron microscope, and is shown in Fig-
ure 4.5" This micrograph is focussed on the smarr dot

approximatery in the centre of the trunk. Although fuzzy,
the photograph crearry shows a horlow tube-rike structure
running diagonalry across the picture. This tube appears to
have a crack in it, with a small piece having farlen in.
using x-ray micro-analysis, no significant amount of alumi-
num was found to be in the structure. Also the scanning
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electron beam was found to charge up

around the area of the crack. These

conclusion that the material of the

con.

the surface, especially

observations led to the

trunks $ras indeed sili-
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Fiqure 4 " 5: Photomicrograph showing the fine struc-
ture of the breakdown trunks.

4 .3 Di scuss i on

Basically the two electrode configurations for SCLC measure-

ments, which are generally used for counduction current

measurements, are the gap and the sandwich ce11 geometries.

The gap cell structure v¡as used here because it vras rela-

tively simple to prepare, and also the gap width could be

readily changed for scaling Ia¡¡ tests. À1so, the sandwich

ceII configuration usually requires dopants to be incorpo-

rated into the deposition system to make the contacts ohmic

at the low potentials used [¿O]. Since the gap cell has a

much larger gap spacing, the applied potentials can be made
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correspondingly larger making the contact potentials unim-

portant" As weIl, the samples ¡siIl not be contaminated by

the dopants.

To use the SCLC method for studying the gap state distri-

bution, it is important to ensure that. the Poole-Frenkel

effect is not influencing the data. Thus the space charge

effects will indeed be responsible for the non-ohmic behav-

iour, and the calculations for the density of gap states

wil-l be valid"

4.3.1. Scalinq Law

Space charge currents at a constant temperature

functionally in the form [25]

are given

J/d = t ft/az) (4.6)

Thus a plot of r,og( r/ð,) vs Log(v/dz ) f or samples of varying

gap vridths d should produce a continuous line in the space

charge region. A plot of this form is shown in Figure 4"6

for sample F with gap vùidths of 30¡¡m and 150am. Às can be

seen from the figure, the lines are fairly close to being

continuous indicating that the experimental results are fol-

lowing the scaling law"
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4.3.2 Poole-Frenkel Effect

The Poo1e-Frenkel effect [18] [23] t58l is basically the

field ionization of traps that occurs at high electric
fields" At fields greater than about 10s V/cn, the trap

depth is lowered by the field thus enhancing the probability

of re-emission of trapped carriers to the conduction band.

If this effect is indeed responsible for the non-linear

current-voltage character i st ic , a plot of Logft/t) vs v{2

will yeild a straight line at high fields t58l "



Sample F was used for the

the results are shown in Figure

plot is approaching a straight
ages" This indicates that. the

be used for the calculation of
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examination of this effect,
4.7 " It can be seen that t.he

line at higher applied volt-
high field results should not

the density of gap states.
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Fiqure 4.7: The examination of
effect for sample F.

the Poole-Frenkel

4.3.3 Densitv of States Calculations

From the preceeding analysis, it appears that our data are

indeed in the space charge region at the lower fields.
Using Equation (4"3). the shift in the quasi-Fermi level was

calculated to be about 0.015 eV (which is approximately at

the Fermi-1eve1). Unfortunately, the space charge region
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did not eNtend enough to allow calculation of more than two

or three data points. Since a trend for the density of

states profiles cannot be depicted from a limited range of

data, only the data for the density of states at the Fermi

le.vel are presented in Table 4"1" Here, both the data f rom

the wide and narrow gap configurations are shown. The two

sets of dat.a agree to within a factor of about 2.

Table 4.1: Density of states at the Fermi-leve1 using
SCLC analysis

SampIe

F
G
H
J

2 "3x
¿"Ix
2 "9x

g (Et ) [cm- 3ev- r]

01s(w) 6"2x101s(N)
015 (w)
01s(w) 6"0x101s(N)

2.8x101 s (w)

(w) refers to the samples with wide gaps and (N)
refers t.o the samples with narrow gaps.

We can conclude that the density of

el is not significantly influenced

tion temperature in the range of 200

sion is consistent with that based

measurements given in Chapter III"

states

by the

to 400

on the

at the Fermi lev-
substrate deposi-
"C. This conclu-

dark conductivity



Chapter V

PHÀSE SHTFT ANÀLYSIS OF MODULÀTED PHOTOCURRENT

5.1 Introduction

Recently, a method based on the phase-shift of modulated

photo-current as a function of the modulation frequency of

the excitation light, has been deveroped for the determina-

tion of the energy distribution of the localized gap states

[34]. In contrast to conventional methods such as space-

charge timited current (SCIC) [11] [s9], field effect(FE)

[14] [38], and capacitance-voltage(CV) t16l t46l merhods,

which utilize steady-state phenomena, this method is based

upon a transient phenomenon. The method depends upon the

relation between the density of gap states and the phase-

shift of the modulated photo-current with respect to the

modulated excitation light, ãt a specific energy correspond-

ing to the modulation frequency.

This method has been used for the determination of the

energy di str ibut ion of gap states in a-S i ; H f i l-ms by Oheda

et aI [35] , and by Aktas and Skarlotos t1l . Unf ortunate)-y,

the two sets of resul-ts are not consistent with each other

as shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. However, the resuLts

of Oheda et al [35] agree with those of GrünewaLl et al
1141, which, using the field effect technique, show a bump

50
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in the tail staLe distribution; while the results of Aktas

and Skarlotos t1l agree with those of MacKenzie et aI 1261,

which, using an SCLC method, indicate an exponential distri-
bution of gap states" This discrepancy between the results
may be due to a legitimate difference in the nature of the

gap states because of different fabrication conditions used

for these two sets of samples"
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Fiqure 5. 1 : Gap state distribution
according to Oheda et al

in a-Si:H
[3s].

films

In this Chapter we

disLribution profiles i
report new results

n amorphous silicon
on the gap state

incorporated with
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films
l.

nitrogen as a function of substrate deposition temperature

determined using the phase-shift analysis of the modulated

photocurrent.

5 "2 Theorv

The analysis of the phase shift of the modulated photocur-

rent is based on the following assumptions:

1" The photocurrent is unipolar.
2" The conduction is trap limiLed, but proceeds via

extended states.
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4.

The excitation light energy is greater

gap.

The excitation light intensity varies wi

rise to a carrier generation rate of

g = 9o + grexp(ia:t)

with o the modulation frequency"

The capture cross-section of. traps is

53

than the band

t.h time giving

independent of

1or¡ to ensure

traps are gov-

5.

energy "

6" The light intensity is sufficiently
monomolecular recombination "

The electrons in the conduction band and in

erned by the rate equations

an/at = Io+I lexp(

ðg(e)/dt = n(c(e)

where n is the density of electrons in the conduction

band, nd is the dark value of n, g(e) is the density of

trapped electrons at an energy E below the conduction band,

G(E) is the density of states at an energy E below the con-

duction band, v is the thermal velocity of electrons, o is

the capture cross-section of the traps, and N" is the effec-

tive density of states in the conduction band"

The first two terms on the right hand side of Equation

(5"1) represent carrier generation' the third term describes

elecÈron trapping, and t,he last term represents carrier rec-

ombination. In Eguation (5"2) tt¡e terms on the right hand

E4

iúlr)-J(dg(e )/at)de- (n-n6)/r (s.1 )
c

-g(E) )vo - N"vog(e)exp(-n/ur) (5.2)
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side represent respect.ively, the rate of electron capture

and the rate of electron re-emission from t.raps locat.ed at

an energy E below the conduction band"

The solutions of Equations (5.1) and (5"2) are of the

f orm;

Thus nr r which is related to the density of localized

states, can be written as;

n1 = (tt/(ez + 82)1/2)exp(-iO)

n=no + nlexp(ir¿t)

g(n) = 9o(n) + grexp(iort)

tan(d) = a/e

where A and B can be simplified to [34]
€+¡

A = 1/, * .[.roc(e)de
Ër")

B = o) + zkTG(e(<.,) )

in which

E (r¿) = kTln (ttçvo/a)

(s"3)

(s"4)

(s.6)

(s.7)
(s"8)

(s"e)

(5"s)

and the relation between the phase shift O and the modula-

tion frequency can be written as

Thus Eguation (5"5) gives a relation between the phase

shift of the photocurrent, and the density of states at a

specific frequency. This frequency is related to the energy

E (c^¡) through Equat ion ( 5 " 9 )
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Equation (5.7)

A = 1/r, +

where

can be converted into
j

,EkTln 
(øs /ø6-,) vøG ( E.-, )

a summation giving

(s.10)

(s.11)

(5.12b)

1/r, = 1/, +

rlvoG(ej ) = 1/nkT[1+kTEln \rt/r"-,xr lvoM(Es-,) J tanp
(j = 2,3,"",rN)

Êcn

$,roc(s)ae
El

In the actual experiment the phase shift ój and the modu-

lated photo-current Ij are measured as funct.ions of modula-

tion frequency ú)j, with j = 1r 2,3, N over a range of

temperatures. The suf f ix j increases as r^rj increases. I f e5

is not close to the band edger or @jrt is small enough to be

ignored, then the density of gap states from Equations

(5.6), (5.8), and (5.10), may be simpty writt.en as for j = 1

11vøG(E1 ) = (1/7.kt)tan(ør )

and for j = 1,2, 3, N,

(5"12a)

AIso, the modulated photocurrent at a modulat.ion frequen-

cy @ is theoretically given by

rph = c/(ez + B2)v2, (5.13)

where C is a constant chosen so that the theoretical magni-

tude of Ij is normalized to the value of I r at clt. When

this theoretical value of (r¡)..1. becomes arbitrarily close

to the observed value of (fi )e55,, we can consider Equation
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) to be appropriate for t.he determination of the densi-

gap states.

5.3 Experimental Details

the fabrication details and film deposition parameters have

been described previously in Section 3.2 and are given in
Table 3"1.

For the dark and photocurrent measurements, a gap cel}
configuration with aluminum electrodes was adopted, r¡¡ith an

electrode width of 2.0 mm and a separation between elec-
trodes of 1.5 mm. Prior to measurements, the samples nere

heated to 125"C for about two hours, to drive off any

absorbed moisture. The modulated photocurrent vras measured

at temperatures from 80'C to 120"C using a lock-in ampJ.ifier

with a reference signal provided by a fast pin diode. The

excitation light was from a He-Ne laser whose power was

attenuated to a level between 0.1 and 1.0 pW to maintain

monomolecular recombination, and chopped mechanically to
provide a range of modulation frequencies from 100 to 4000

Hz. Higher modulation frequencies than those used by other

investigators [1] t34l t35l were used for this investiga-
tion, because it was necessary to ensure that energy levels
were cl-oser to the conduction band for valid analysis" The

dark current rras also measured as a function of temperature

using a Kiethley 610C electrometer
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a r rangemen t
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for the measure-
of t.he modulated

5.4 Results and Discussion

From the results of the temperature dependence of the dark

current, the activation energy of all samples was found to

be beÈv'een 0.5 and 0 "7 €V, which corresponds to the position

of the Fermi Ievel below the conduction band edge. This val-

ue is consistent with those given in Chapter III. This ener-

gy then represents the lowest energy leve1 that can be accu-

rately analyzed in the density of gap states calculations

that fo11ow.

Figure 5.4 shows typical results of the phase shift

between the exciting light and the corresponding phot.ocur-
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t.hree di f f erent temperatures f or

substraLe temPerature of 400'C"

frequencY, measured

a sample dePosited at
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The modulated photocurrent magnitude has been calculated

as a function of modulation frequency for three different
temperatures using Equations (5.6), (5.8), and (S.lO) and

the measured phase shift, These calculated values, normal--

ized with respect to the first value calculated at 100 Hz,

and those measured directly (also normalized to the first
value measured at 100 Hzl, are plotted as functions of modu-

lation frequency in Figure 5.5. It can be seen that the

observed values agree reasonably well with the calculated
values. This agreement implies the validity of the method

employed for the determination of the gap state distribu-
tion profiles. However, it should be mentioned that at temp-

eratures outside the range of 80"C to 120'C, there is a dis-
crepancy between the calculated and the observed values of

the modulated photocurrent.

The relative density of gap states I r lvoG(E) as a func-

tion of modulation frequency, calculated from equations
(5"12), is shown in Figure 5"6. For this calculation the

product N"vø is assumed to be independent of temperature.

Since the temperature dependence of the optical gap in the

temperature range used is negligibly sma11, the temperature

dependence of the density of gap states is due almost

entirely to t,he temperature dependence of Ei ItJ. According

to Equation (5.9), E(o) is proportional to temperature for a

fixed ar. Thus the frequency scale for the spectra shown in

Figure 5.6 can be converted to an enegy sca1e. Using a value
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112"C, for film deposited at a substrate
temperature of 400'C.

of 1011 for the attempt to escape freguency (N"vø), we have

calculated the relative density of gap states as a function

of energy and the results are shown in Figure 5.7. There

are some overlapping regions of gap states due to different
temperature-frequency combinations corresponding to the same

energy. Clearly Figure 5.7 indicates that the density of

gap states is exponentially distributed in the gap. A simi-

lar result for amorphous silicon-nitrogen alloy films meas-

ured by an SCLC technique has been reported by Furakawa et

al [11]. A least mean squares approximation, fitted on the



data in Figure

coefficient of

5"7 gives a slope

-0.995.
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of -8.5 with a correlation
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The relative density of gap states as a
function of modulation frequency" CaIcu-
lated from measurements at (e) 77"c, (n)
92"c, (C) 100'C, (o) 112"C, for film
deposited at a substrate temperature of
400'C.

Following the same procedure, the gap state distribution
profiles for all the samples listed in Table 3.1 have been

determined, and the results are shown in Figure 5.8.

À11 the samples exhibit an exponential distribution, at

least in the energy range from 0.45 eV to 0.65 eV below the
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conduction band edge. The slopes of the lines are all
between -8.5 and -9.7, and all have correl-ation coefficients
between -0"992 and -0"997. Assuming an exponential trap

distribution of the form

c(E) = (n¡,/t<r¡ )exp[-(n" -r,) /kTtj (s"14)

where N¡ is a trap concentration parameter, E. is the con-

duction band edge, and T¿ is the characteristic temperature

of the distribution. We have calculated T¡ from the data in

Figure 5.8, and the values of Tt f or all the sarnples under
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investigation are between 440'K and 502"K, in reasonable

agreement with those reported by other investigators [11] "

On the basis of the above results, the substrate tempera-

ture does not appear to affecL either the gap state distri-
bution profile or the characteristic temperature, at least

in the energy range around the Fermi level" Since the param-

eters 11¡ o, z and N. are not known, it is not possible to

obtain the absolute value of C(e) by t.his method" However

the results from chapters III and IV indicate a gap state
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density of about 4x1 0 I s cm- 3eV- r at the Fermi leve1, and

Lhis vafue is independent of substrate deposition tempera-

ture. This implies that the changes in electronic and opti-
cal- properties resulting from a change in the substrate

deposition temperature [15] [SZ1 can be attributed to the

change in the density of gap states at energy levels far
away from the Fermi level,

Our results differ from those of Solomon et aI 147J, who

have reported that for a-Si:H films, the density of states

at the Fermi level, depends on the substrate deposition

temperature, and reaches a minimum at about 260'C as shown

in Figure 2.2" Their results are quite different from ours

for a-SiNo:H fiIms. It is possible that the nitrogen incor-
porated into the films tends to reduce the density of states

at the Fermi level over a wider substrate deposition temper-

ature range.

Figure 5.6, does not show any structure in the density of

states. When present, this structure can be used to calcu-

late the attempt to escape frequency. Figure 5.9 shows the

G(E) vs frequency relation as obtained by Oheda [35] " The

arrows in the figure indicate the relative maxima of the

curves, and all correspond to the same energy. By plotting

the f requency at r¡hich the peak value of C(e) occurs as a

function of inverse temperaturer w€ can calculate this ener-

gy. Using this energy and Equation (5,9), we can then calcu-

Iate the attempt to escape freguency.
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tion obtained by [35] " Arrows on figure
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We can conclude that the gap state density distribution
profiles for nitrogen incorporated amorphous silicon films

is exponential in energy, and independent of substrate depo-

sition temperature at least up to 0"2 eV above the Fermi

level. The present method, based on the phase shift analysis

of the modulated photo current, gives reasonable results for

the distribution profiles. However, it would seem nesces-

sary to justify the assumption that the energy dependence of

the capture cross-section is not appreciably influencing the

results "



Chapter VI

CONCLUS I ONS

The density of states profiles for amorphous silicon-
nitrogen a1Ioy films has been measured using three methods,

temperature dependance of dark conductivity, space-charge-

limited currents, and phase-shift analysis of modulated

photo-current" The results from all three methods indicate
that the density of gap states, and the distribution pro-

files near the Fermi level are not significantly affected by

the substrate temperature during deposition in the range

from 150 to 400'C. The first two methods are in good agree-

ment with each other as to the density of states at the Fer-

mi level, which is of the order of 4x101s cm-3eV-r.

Since the density of gap states and their distribution
profiles near the Fermi level are independent of the subs-

trate deposition temperature, the cause of the dependence of

the electrical and optical properties of amorphous silicon
incorporated with nitrogen on the substrate deposition temp-

erature is most like1y due to the change of the density of

the gap states closer to the conduction band. This hypothe-

sis however, must be confirmed by another technique such as

the field effect method which is able to monitor

energy range in the gap.
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The computer program used to analyse the experimental
data in Chapter V is as follows:

// JoB',,r=10'
/*¡41¡v¡, PLEÀSE Do Nor srÀPLE ME'//sl EXEC FoRTxcLG,usERLr B=' sYS4 "DRrvER.xeRox'
//rosr,sYsrN DD *
c
c
c
C WRITÎEN AND DIRECTEÐ BY JÀMES WHITE
c
C THIS PROGRAM WILL ANALYSE DATA ÀCCORDING TO THE
C ÀLGORITHM BY H. OHEDÀ (.:" APPL. PHS" 52(11) 6693).
C DÀTA IS ENTERED IN FREE FOR},ÍÀT ÀS FOLLOWS:
c
C ATTEMPT TO ESCÀPE FREQUENCY
C NTMBER OF DIFFERENT TEMPERÀTURES
C TEMPERÀTURE 1

C NUMBER OF DATÀ PAIRS
C FREQI PHÀSE1
c FREQ2 PHASE2
C ETC
C TEMPERÀTURE 2

C NTMBER OF DATÀ PÀIRS
C FREQI PHÀSE1
C ETC
c
C THE OUTPUT DATÀ GIVES THE THEORETICAL VÀLUE OF

c PHOTO-CURRENT TO BE EXPECTED, AS WELL AS THE RELATM
c DENSITY OF STATES ÀS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY & ENERGY
C FOR ÀLL THE GIVEN TEMPERÀTURES. ÀLSO GIVEN IS À PLOT
C OF THE DENSITY OF STÀTES VS ENERGY. THE PÀRAMETERS IN
C THE PLOT ROUTINE MAY HAVE TO BE VARIED DEPENDING ON

C THE DOS VÀLUES. ALSO GIVEN ÀRE STÀTISTTCS FOR À
c LEAST MEÀN SQUÀRES ESTIMATE FOR THE LINE. THIS [^?OULD

C BE APPROPRIÀTE FOR AN EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF

C STÀTES.
c
c

INTEGER ÐÀTPT, DÀÎNUM, S, J, COUNT' K
REAL FREO(10,30), PHASE(10,30), TVSTGM(10,30)
REAL PrKi, KÎ, TEMP(10), StM, TROC, rCÀLC(30)
REAL ATEF,ENERGY(10,30), DEN(302), NRG(302)
REÀL LOGF, LOGI , W(5), TMP, STI}4X, SIMY' SUMXY
REAL SXX, SYY, SXY, R1 , R2 , À, B, SltMY2
REAL TANPHT (30), WFRES(10,30), rBUFF(4000), suì',tx2
SUMX=0.0
SUMY=O.0
SUI'ÍXY=O.0
SUÌ'Í.X2=O " 0
SUMY2=0.0
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READ *,ATEF
READ *, RUNS

C*** ÀTTEMPT TO ESCAPE FRESUENCY
C*** NUMBER OF DTFFERENT TEMPERÀTURES

COUNI=1
K=1

1 rF (couHr "GT, RUNS) CO rO 7
1 1 READ *,TEMP(COUNT)
C*** READ ÀND DEFINE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT
c*** VARIABLES

TEMp ( COU¡¡1 ) =TEMp ( COU¡¡I ) +27 3 " 23
Pr KT=2 . 71 E-04*TEMP ( COU¡¡T )
KT=8 . 628-0s*TEMP ( COUNT )
REÀD *,DATNUM

C*** READ NTMBER OF DÀTA PÀIRS ÀT THIS TEMPERATURE
C*** ÀNÐ THEN REÀD IN THE DATÀ

REÀD *, (FREO(COUNI,DÀTPT), PHASE(COUNI,DÀTPT),
* DATpT=1,OetNUM)

C*** CHÀNGE PHÀSE TO RÀDIANS, ÀND FRES TO
C*** RÀDIANS/SECOND

DATPT=1
2 rE (oerpr .GT" ÐÀTNUM) GO TO 18

TÀNpHr (O¡rpr ) =TÀN ( pHese ( couNr, DATpr) /sl "296)
WFREQ ( COUWT, DÀTPT ) =* $ .28315"IFREQ(COUHI,DÀTPT)
ENERGY ( COUHT, DÀTPT ) =KT*ALOC ( ATNT'/WFREQ ( COUNT,

* DATPT) )
DÀTPT=DATPT+1
GOTO2

C**rr CÀLCULATE THE FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE DOS
18 TVSTcM(CouNT,1 )=TANPHT (1 )/ptxt

J=2
3 IF(J "GT" DATNUM) CO TO 17

S=2
StM=0

4 IF (S "GT" J) GO TO 16
sLtM=suM+KT*ÀLOc ( WrneQ ( COUNT, S ) /WrneQ ( COU¡¡I , S- 1 ) )

* *TVSIGM(COUNT,S-1)
g=g+ 1

GOTO4
15 TvsrcM(couNT,J) = (suu+1 )*te¡lpHr (¡)r/ptt<t

¡=J+1
GOTO3

C*** CALCULATE THE THEORETICAL TRÀNSIENT
C*** PHOTOCURRENT MAGNITUDE
17 ICALC(1)=1"0

TROC=SQRT ( ( PTKT*TVSIGM( COUNT, 1 ) ) **2+ (PTKT*TVSIGM
* (couNT,1 )r/reueHr ( 1) )**2)

J=2
5 IF(J "GT" ÐÀTNI.'M) GO TO 15

rcALc ( J ) =TROC /SQnt( (prXr*WSTGM(COUNT, J ) ) **2+
* (plxr*rvsrcM(couNr,.¡)/te¡¡pHr (J) )**z)

J=J+ 1

GOTOS
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C*** PRINT ÀLL THE RELEVANT DATA
1 5 TMP=TEMP ( COttNT ) -Zl3 "23

PRrNT 3oo,TMP, TEMP(count), ATEF
J=1
PRINT 1 OO

6 IF (.: "GT" DÀTNLM) CO tO 19
PPN ( K ) =ALOG1 O ( TVSJ GM( COUNT, J ) )
LOGF=ÀLOG1 0 ( FREQ ( COU¡1T,,: ) )
LocI =ÀLOG1 0 ( ICÀtC ( J ) )
pRrNT 200,FREQ(COUNI,¡), PHÀSE(COU¡rt,,:),

* rcALc(,:),rocr,LoGF, oeN(x), ENERGY(COU¡¡I,¡)
NRG ( K ) =ENERGY ( COUNT, J )

C*** CÀLCULÀTE STÀTISTICAL QUANTITIES
SIIMX=SUMJK+NRG (K )
SUMY=SLMY+OEN (K)
SUMXY=SUI{XY+NRG ( K ) *OgN ( X )
SUMX 2 = SUMX 2 +NRG ( ¡t ) * * 2
SUMy2=SUMY2 +DEN ( X )'t * 2
6=t(+ 1

¿=J+1
GOTO6

19 COUNT=COUNT+1
GOTOl

7 PRINT 4OO
sxx= sut'LK2 - sUl4K* * 2 / ß- 1 )
SYY=SUMY2-SUMY** 2/ ß_I )
SXY=STIMXY-SLIMX* S:.l''"/lY / (K- 1 )

C*** CALCULÀTE SLOPE
a= ( (K-1 ) *SU¡1.Xy-SUMX*SUMy) /( ß-1 )'tSUl¿xZ-SUM¡*,r2 )

C*** CALCULÀ?E Y INÎERCEPT
B= (SUMy'tSLJtfX2-SUMX*SuMXy) /( G<-1 ) *SUUX2-SgMX'r'r2 )

C*** CALCULAÎE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
R1 =A* ( SXXr/SVy ) ** . 5
PRINT 8OO
PRINT 500, A
PRINT 600, B
PRINT 700, R1

C*** FILL UP DÀTÀ ARRÀYS WITH DTIMMY CONSTANTS
8 rF (¡< ,cr" 300) Go ro 20

DEN(K) = 0.0
NRG(K) = "3
K-K+1
GOTOS

20 PRTNT 4OO
C:t** DEFINE PLOT CONSTANTS

DEN
DEN
NRG
NRG

301)=0,0
302)=1.0
301 )=0.3
302) =0.05

c*** PLOT DATA
CALL ROTÀTE(90)
cÀLL ÀREÀ(10.75,8.25)
CALL PLOTS ( rnUnn, 4000 )
CALL PLOT(2"0, 2.0, -3)
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cAtL AXIS(0"0, 0"0, 'ENERGY BELOW CB" -15, 8,0,
* 0.0, .3, ,05 )

CALL AXrS(0"0, 0"0, 'LOG(peNSrrY)" 12, 4"0,
* 90"0, 0.0, 1.0)
CALL LINE(UnC, DEN, 300, 1, -1, 3)
cÀLL PLOT (12 "0, 0 .0 , 9999)
STOP

100 FoRMÀT('-' , 6Xr'FREoUENCY' ,5X, ',PHASE' ,10X,* ¡ rcAI,c' , 9x,'LoG(t )' ,4x* rtoc(F)' ,3xr,LoG(nn}{s)' ,4x,'ENERGY' )
200 FORMÀT('0' ,6N,F7 .2 t6N,F5.1 ,5X,E14.4,5X,F6.3,* 5x,F5" 3,5x"F6" 3,5x,F7 "4)300 FoRMÀT('1' , //gX,'TEMPERÀTURE= ' ,F6.2,', DEGREES

* CELCIUS"
c( r , ' ,F6.2 ,' DEGREES KELVI ñ' , / ,8X,* I ATTEMPT TO ESCÀPE FREQUENCY = ' ,812.4)

400 FoRMAT('1')
500 FoRMÀT('0"10X,'SLOpE= 

"814.4)600 FoRMÀT('0"10X,'Y TNTERCEPT = 
"F'14"4)700 FORMÀT('0' ,1 0X, 'CORRELATION COEFFTCTENT =rr r ,814"4)

800 FoRMÀT('0' , //sX, 'STÀTTSTTCAL DÀTÀ USING LEAST
* MEÀN SQUARES 

"/,*5X¡' CURVE FITTING ALGORITHM:' )
END

//eo"FTosFoo1 ÐD *'//eo.FT22F0o1 DD sYSour=A
//co.FTz3Foo1 DD *

&EPIC TMGDSP=-2,DPRESO=1 50, IOVRI'IK=3OO &END

/*
//co"Fr24Foo1 DD
DSN=&&FTo1 F001, SPACE= ( 61 44, 300 ),UNIT=SySDA,

DI Sp= ( , pess ) , DcB= ( ¡r,nsr zE=61 44 , RECFM=F r DSORG=DÀ, OPTCD=C )

//sz ExEc xPLor
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